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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last couple of decades, we have seen continual shifts in the way organizations
are structured and the way that work gets done. As organizations operate more within a
global environment this has created a greater imperative for work practices to operate
more and more over distance. Within this climate, teams of workers are no longer
assembled to just work in collocated settings. The adoption of a myriad of computermediated communication technologies have enabled teams to be assembled according to
the appropriate expertise required wherever it is located. The issue here is not simply
about enabling a distributed set of individuals to work together, which arguably are
supported by a range of conventional desktop collaboration products such as video chat,
NetMeeting, Google Docs and so forth. Rather the concern is also about how to enable
multiple collocated teams situated at different locations to work more effectively together
when collaborating across a distance.
In spite of the progress made in collaborative technologies, the experience of
distributed teamwork remains a difficult and frustrating one. Travel remains an important
component in any effective operation of such teams in order to enable face-to face
interaction. Aside from significant environmental impacts, this need to travel is also
costly and time consuming for the organization, creating intermittent collaboration rather
than the more fluid, regular and serendipitous interaction that characterizes collocated
teamwork.
Traditional video conferencing technologies sought to overcome some of these
collaborative difficulties but it is well documented that the rhetoric behind such systems
never quite matched the reality of collaborative experience with such systems. There has
been much research over the last 20 years that sought to understand and explain why this
was the case [e.g. Buxton 2009; Dourish et al. 1996; Finn et al. 1997; Gaver et al. 1993;
Harrison 2009; Heath and Luff 1991; Heath and Luff 1992; Hirsh et al. 2005; Mantei et
al. 1991; Nguyen and Canny 2005; Noll 1992; O'Connaill et al. 1993; Olson et al. 1997;
Olson and Olson 2000; Sellen, 1992; Sellen et al. 1992; Sellen 1995; Sellen and Harper
1997; Short et al. 1976; Tang and Isaacs 1993]. As such, while these systems support
some limited communication activities within distributed teams, they often remain under
utilized for collaborative activities of any realistic complexity. A recent study conducted
in one particular organization has indicated that traditional video conferencing systems
are used on average for only 12 hours per month [Weinstein 2005]. This level of usage
matches well with the research findings in the literature relating to user experience and
organizational factors that often hinder use.
In recent years though, we have seen the introduction of more sophisticated video
conferencing technologies that have led to a stepwise increase in the collaborative
experience between remote team members. Systems such as HP Halo, Cisco
Telepresence, Tandberg T3, and Polycom TPX (see Figure 1) provide an enhanced user
experience with research showing usage rates of such systems as much as ten times
higher than traditional video conference systems [Weinstein 2005]. Our intention here is
not to overplay the significance of these comparative statistics, as there are a number of
factors underpinning them. For example, the fact there are more of the traditional video
conferencing units relative to the higher end systems is a contributing factor. But in part
they are also attributable to the enhanced user experience associated with these higher
end systems with users saying the technology “disappears” enabling them to focus on the
collaboration [Gorzynski et al. 2009; Weinstein 2005]. The experience and usage rates
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with these high-end systems, then, appear to challenge some of the well-established
difficulties with traditional video conferencing systems.

Fig. 1. HP Halo and Tandberg Telepresence T3

Articulating the reasons for why these systems challenge some of our assumptions
about the value of video mediated communication is one of the concerns of this paper.
While there are a number of possibilities for how we may approach this, the way we aim
to do so in this paper is through a closer look at the design characteristics of these
systems using the Halo environment as an example, drawing on and extending the work
of Gorzynski et al. [2009]. Our concerns here are more than simply a characterization and
explanation of the Halo system design. Rather, we want to use this characterization to
exemplify the broader design philosophy behind such systems. In particular, we want to
articulate further what Gorzynski et al. have come to call “Blended Spaces”1. That is,
distributed set-ups in which the design of the whole environment produces a
geometrically coherent representation of the remote site, faithfully representing its spatial
geometries with respect to the local site. This provides the perception of unified spatial
frame of reference for all parties.
Taking this as a starting point, we want to argue how the basic blended space
philosophy can be extended to think about an ecology of other distributed work place
environments that support a broader variety of distributed collaborative work practices. In
particular, one of the key aims of the paper is to extend the Blended Spaces work to see
how collaborative practices can further be supported by the introduction of interactive
information workspace elements into such environments. That is we will move towards
what we have come to call “Blended Interaction Spaces”. Our concerns here are to
illustrate some of the design challenges of making such a move and the ways that
different interaction mechanisms and approaches can affect the way that we achieve
geometrically coherent representation of the remote site with respect to the local site. As
with the characterization of the Halo system we will adopt a similar approach of
articulating the characteristics of Blended Interaction Spaces through a system we have
developed for data intensive collaboration for distributed small groups.

1

While the work of Gorzynski et al. 2009 articulate characteristics of blended spaces, they do not actually make
explicit reference to the term in this article. The term, though, is attributable to Gorzynski and his Halo
colleagues but one that has been shared with the current authors through personal communication while
working with the Halo team at HP.
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Before we delve into a deeper articulation of Blended Spaces and Blended Interaction
Spaces, we want to first take a step back and set some context within which to ground
some of the subsequent discussion. We discuss first of all, notions of embodied action
and the importance of physical space as the basis for coordinated action, meaning making
and intersubjective understanding. We see how the notion of embodied action is used to
make sense of the communication and collaboration behaviors arising in media spaces
and traditional video mediated communication and through this set the scene for
understanding some of the design directions of Blended Spaces. Building on the ideas of
how action is enacted embodied in space, we move on to a discussion of the ways that
our social action and behaviour are influenced by our spatial configuration with respect to
others and objects. This discussion draws in particular on Hall’s [1966] notions of
proxemics and Kendon’s theory of F-formations of interactional space. We go on then to
discuss workplace design where again, notions of physical space are fundamental. Like
CSCW, workplace design has as one of its central concerns the way effective workplace
collaboration is achieved. In contrast to much of CSCW, workplace design approaches
this from the point of view of designing physical space, from architectural elements
through to specifics of furniture design. We then articulate where CSCW and media
space research have drawn on notions of spatiality in the design of distributed
environments. This leads on to our discussion of Blended Spaces and Blended Interaction
Spaces.
2. EMBODIED ACTION AND MEDIA SPACES
One of the key ways that CSCW has concerned itself with notions of space is through the
notions of embodied action [e.g. Dourish 2001; Robertson 1997]. Drawing on the
philosophical foundations of phenomenologist thinkers such as Husserl, Heidegger and
Merleau-Ponty, these authors take as their starting point that consciousness and
perception are active, interpretive and embodied, arising from our presence and action in
the world. It is through our actions that we are able to create shared meanings with other
people. Robertson [1997] argues that of particular importance is Merleau-Ponty’s notion
of reversibility [Merleau-Ponty 1962, 1968]. Quoting Robertson [1997]:
“Reversibility is the complex, reciprocal insertion and intertwining of the
sensed and the sensing, that is the essential condition of our interaction with the
world and with others. In a shared physical space a lived body can
simultaneously see and be seen, touch and be touched, make sounds and be
heard, move and reorient its perspective and cross over these sensory modes;
that is, see both itself and others being touched or touching, moving, making
sounds etc. The fact that we are able to perceive our own bodily surfaces at the
same time as we live our acting bodies enables us to organise our actions. The
public availability of these actions to the perceptions of others enables them to
organise their own actions in relation to ours.”
The key issue here is that coordinated action, meaning making and intersubjective
understanding are shaped, in part, from our embodied actions in space and the availability
of these actions to others and the availability of others’ actions to ourselves, for example,
the way we move, point, touch and gesture in relation to objects and other people in that
physical space. Thinking about coordinated action and meaning in this way was an
important foundation for much of the early analytic enquiries into media spaces and
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video-mediated communication. In particular, of interest were the ways video mediated
communication distorted some of the essential shared spatial properties of action and
communication in the form of various asymmetries [Dourish 2001; Gaver et al. 1993;
Heath and Luff 1992, 2000]. These asymmetries have been argued to stem from
orientation disparities arising from particular camera and screen configurations and affect
access to the common resources used to mutually organize action and communication. As
Heath and Luff [2000] articulate:
“… gesture and other forms of bodily activity are systematically designed
with respect to the local environment and the emergent conduct within the
interaction. In video co-presence, mediated through audio-visual technology,
the camera and the monitor inevitably delimit and distort your access to the coparticipants. Your view of the other is from a particular angle and severely
circumscribes access not only to the other and their bodily conduct but to the
local environment in which it is produced. In consequence your ability to design
a bodily movement such as a gesture which is sensitive to orientation to the
other and their relationship to their own environment is problematic. Moreover,
the limited access to the other also means that you are relatively unaware of
changes within their local environment with which your visual conduct may
well be competing; for example, changes to the content of their computer screen
or their workstation, or even people entering the room…The technology
therefore provides physically distributed individuals with incongruent
environments for interaction. What I see is not what you see, and I am unable to
see how you see me and the actions in which I engage. Despite this incongruity,
individuals presuppose the effectiveness of their conduct and assume that their
frame of reference is ‘parallel’ with their co-participant’s. They presuppose, for
the practicalities at hand and their mutually coordinated activity, that their image
of the other is congruent with the image of them… This presupposition of a
common frame of reference, a reciprocity of perspectives, is a foundation of
socially organized conduct.” [Heath and Luff 2000, p.198]
Within traditional video mediated communication the lack of common spatial
reference points with which coordinated action and meaning can be facilitated resulted in
well-documented difficulties with certain tasks in these environments or the need to adapt
behavioral practices within these new spatial contexts. Pointing to objects, looking at
objects, orienting towards other people within these video mediated spaces were all
things that needed to be consciously reinterpreted rather than being “natural” forms of
interaction.
3. SPATIALITY AND HUMAN INTERACTION
As well as the argument that action is embodied and enacted in physical space, it is
important too to understand the ways that our social action and behaviour are influenced
by our spatial configuration with respect to others and objects. These understandings
provide important foundations for the blended space arguments, but are informative too
when thinking in more detail about the specifics of their design. A key contribution to
this issue can be found in the work of Ed Hall and his notion of proxemics [Hall 1966] man’s use of space as a specialized elaboration of culture. One of the key themes within
Hall’s work concerns the notion of physical distances that people maintain between each
ACM Trans. On Computer Human Interaction.
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other according to their relationship and type of interaction. He characterises four main
spatial distances that exist around a person, intimate distance, personal distance, social
distance and public distance. Intimate distance is somewhere in the range of 0 to 45cm
and is reserved to interactions with lovers, family and close friends. Personal distance is
in the range of 45 cm to 1.2m and is the distance that we naturally would maintain from
strangers in everyday life. Social distance is between 1.2m and 3.6m, getting gradually
more formal towards the further end of the scale. Hall argues that it is in the social range
that work and business meetings typically occur. The public distance is anything beyond
1.2m where one loses any sense of personal involvement with the other actor, for
example, a person giving a speech in a conference hall. These zones then are of
significance for how we conduct interaction and can lead to psychological discomfort if
they are broken. This is not simply arbitrary but in part relates to the opportunities for
certain types of actions that are possible in these different spaces. For example, what can
be seen and taken in with a visual sweep of a certain angle is dependent upon the distance
from the subject. This, in turn, affects the patterns of gaze and eye movements that are
made and interpreted as acceptable at particular distances. Hall also discusses how height
differences in these zones can subtly alter the nature of the interaction and interpersonal
relationships. Consequently, to stand and look down at someone at in the social zone can
confer a particular advantage over the person sitting. While the interpersonal distances
are the most familiar aspects of Halls’ work, his arguments are much broader and concern
more general ways in which human interaction is spatially organised. Indeed, his
discussion highlights the significance of different spatial configurations of interacting
parties in relation to communication characteristics. For example, sitting next to
someone at a table vs. sitting across the table from them can influence the communication
dynamics between dyads.
An understanding of these different spatial configurations of interacting parties is
developed further in the seminal work of Kendon [1990], in particular in his articulation
of the F-formation, which is essentially the “spatial and orientational organisation of
participants”. The transactional segments (the area in front of each body) overlap to form
the o-space, the shared interactional space to which the participants have mutual access.
Participants continually arrange themselves throughout an interaction in a way that
maintains the mutual access to the space. There are a number of points of significance
that relate to the spatial organisation of interaction. The first is that different f-formations
alter the nature of conversation and interaction. Even different positions within particular
f-formations can also have an impact on the conversational relationship between different
parties [e.g. Sommer and Ross 1958; Sommer 1969; Steinzor 1950]. Second, studies
show that gestures (including body orientation and gaze) are very much impacted by and
dependent upon the spatial arrangement of bodies in the formation [e.g. Ozyurek 2000,
2002]. Healey and Battersby [2009], for example, argue that the mutually-known
arrangement of participants, gestures and orientation are used to create what they call
interactional maps of conversational contributions. These interactional geometries
support a number of things such as references to locations as representative of prior turns,
as representative of the turns’ producers and as ways of keeping sub dialogues visually
distinct from one another. In this respect, physical reference space is used not just to
gesture to actual objects and artefacts in the shared space but is also used to organise
gestural reference to more abstract concepts – for example “earlier” or “later” might be
represented in spatial terms such as left and right.
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Spatial features of the world and the way things are organised are also laden with
social meaning and protocols that people make use of in their everyday life to interpret
what is going on and how to behave [Buxton 2009]. For example, as Buxton suggests,
sitting at the head of the table confers an understood social status that can be understood;
or two people walking in the park can be interpreted as friends or lovers depending on
their observed interpersonal distances mentioned above. These space-function-distance
relationships are important to reflect upon in design.
3. PHYSICAL WORKPLACE DESIGN
While CSCW has as its core focus the impact of technology design on collaborative work
practices, other fields of research and design have oriented more closely to the
relationship between spatiality and human interaction and the impact of space-functiondistance design on effective collaborative practices [e.g. Becker and Steele 1995; Duffy
1997; Laing et al. 1998; Steelcase360 2007]. Authors such as these and others in the
workplace design and facilities management literatures essentially argue that the design
of different physical spaces affects the social and informational aspects of an organization
and its work practices. Different physical spaces are designed to support a range of
different individual and collaborative work practices and the fluid movement between
these [Laing et al. 1998]. These spaces are characterized by different architectural
dimensions, wall sizes, lighting, furniture configurations and information artefacts and
technologies. Room dimensions, for example, affect the size of groups that can be
accommodated in collaborative settings. Wall and boundary design can affect the
openness, visibility and audibility of a space with respect to the larger office environment
[Laing et al. 1998]. The design of table shapes can be used to affect proxemic
arrangements such as interpersonal distance between collaborating parties and also the fformations that people construct in relation to each other and information artefacts in the
room. Table heights can be used to cause people to sit or stand. Different seating
arrangements can be used to create different postures and orientations to people and
information artefacts in a space. The point here is that different spaces are composed of
particular configurations of architecture, furniture and technology, the interacting
dimensions of which profoundly affect the social, informational and collaborative
practices that can take place within them along the lines of the arguments made by Hall
[1966] and Kendon [1990]. The point too is that these spatial dimensions can and are
deliberately designed with particular social effects in mind.
What is also important in this argument is that people’s work practices are not static
and homogenous over time. During any given work day people will move between
different types of work practices, from quiet individual work, to serendipitous dyadic
interactions, through to informal small group collaborations and onto larger more formal
collaborations [Becker and Steele 1995; Duffy 1997; Laing et al. 1998; Steelcase360
2007]. To reflect and enable this, any modern office environment is essentially an
ecology of different types of spaces with different social, spatial and informational
properties. For example, there may be individual offices or workstations. Larger
individual offices may also incorporate tables for small group collaboration. There may
be informal meeting spaces, bookable enclosed meeting rooms and large formal
conference rooms. Within such an ecology of different physical space environments,
people can make choices about workspace use according to the particular type of
collaboration in which they are engaged.
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The point of these works is that “space matters” and that architectural arrangements
and furniture design impact as significantly on collaborative work practice as technology.
Many CSCW researchers over the years have of course oriented to these matters in
various ways in their discussions of work practice. We see this in our earlier discussions
of embodied action for example as well as key works discussing space and place and
their relationship in the configuration of collaborative work practices [Dourish 2001,
2006; Fitzpatrick 2003; Harrison and Dourish 1996]. Others such as Olson and Olson
have made important references to spatial characteristics’ of the workplace and how these
pertain to the social organization of work, most notably in their “Distance Matters” paper
and in the discussions of radical collocation practices [Covi et al. 1998; Olson and Olson
2000]. More specifically within the context of video mediated communication design,
there has been some important foundational knowledge that relates to the concerns in this
paper. Of note here is Buxton [2009] in his retrospective of the media space work in
which he raises the issue of space-function-distance relationships. This discussion points
to his early media space experiments with screen positioning and spatial audio with a
view to maintaining certain spatial configurations of the virtual in relation to the physical
space. The idea is that by appropriate configuration of the remote participant display in
physical space, the local participants can use the same mechanisms to address and
understand the remote participant as are used to address and understand the other local
participants, e.g. using gaze, head turning or gestures. One of the most notable of the
systems discussed by Buxton is the Hydra system [Buxton et al. 1997; Sellen et al. 1992].
In this system, each participant is represented by small video surrogates that are
configured in a round table arrangement. For each local participant, their particular
arrangement of video surrogates corresponded to the respective view arrangement of the
other participants comprising a meeting around a round table. While Hydra did not
address all the issues of spatiality it was important in laying down the foundations of the
concerns with geometrical configurations in video mediated environments that relate to
the arguments in this paper. Some of the issues with Hydra, for example, were the small
sizes of the remote participants images. This issue was highlighted by Okada et al.
[1994] who argued that the small image sizes make the remote participants feel further
away – perceptually placing them, in Hall’s [1966] terms, at a different interpersonal
distance than desired. In response to this, Okada et al. demonstrated the benefits of life
sized images in their Majic system, presenting life sized images of remote participants at
a virtual distance of about 4 feet – in Hall’s “social” distance as appropriate for these
kinds of business meeting.
Some more recent work addresses different concerns with respect to spatial
organisation in video mediated environments [Yamashita et al. 2008]. In particular, this
work orients to Hall’s [1966] and Kendon’s [1990] arguments about the influence of
different spatial configurations of people or different f-formations on conversational
dynamics and psychological states [see also Sommer 1969; Steinzor 1950]. In their troom system, Yamashita and colleagues were able to create different arrangements of
local and remote participants, comparing configurations in which remote participants
were arranged to be spatially adjacent to local participants versus arranged to be opposite
the remote participants. The findings indicated differences in turn taking behaviour and
perceptions of unity in the different settings, highlighting the importance of spatial
considerations in video mediated environments.
While acknowledging the importance of spatial configurations and settings, when it
comes to designing interventions, CSCW’s primary concern is typically and
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understandably focused on the technological. Our argument in raising the workplace
design literature is that there are times when effective intervention in particular
circumstances needs to articulate the design details of the technology in conjunction with
those of architecture and furniture. As the work practices research literature would
acknowledge, each of these components shape collaborative practice in a mutually
dependent manner. But when it comes to designing new collaborative systems, it is often
the case (though not without exception) that less concern is given over to the architectural
and furniture elements within a design. It is the relationship between these components
that is of interest in the current paper and our discussion of Blended Spaces. It is
precisely this attention to the details of architecture, furniture and technology design
together that is important in the way that they work.
The arguments presented here, then, begin to articulate the value of achieving
geometrically coherent representations of the remote site with respect to the local site in
distributed collaboration settings. Doing this, we can better enable the interpretation of
embodied action across the sites and move towards improved intersubjective
understanding, meaning making through space and coordination of action. The Halo
system and the blended spaces argument builds on the foundational concepts of these
earlier explorations but significantly extends it in terms of detailed attention to a much
broader range of architectural, furniture and technological elements and the interaction
between these elements. It is these interactions that we turn our attention to in the
following section.
4. BLENDED SPACES: THE EXAMPLE OF HALO
The considerations for physical space design and the impact on collaborative practices
are the starting point for understanding the design choices in Halo and their contribution
to the user experience. In designing the system, the Halo team focused on four aspects of
the user experience: work (what kind of work will take place in that space and what tools
are needed), communication (what dynamic verbal and non-verbal elements are required),
interaction2 (control of the set-up and work tools) and service (support services for
maintenance, optimization and troubleshooting) [Gorzynski et al. 2009]. With this in
mind, the team started first with a look at what typical traditional video conferencing setups would be if considered in terms of equivalent physical spaces. What the team
concluded was that with traditional videoconference set-ups screens and cameras are
positioned in ways that are primarily appropriate for local participants or placed simply
due to installation pragmatics. Often, then, they are placed out of the way where
televisions or media screens would be placed. Considering this in terms of a meeting
happening in physical space, the Halo team argued this was equivalent to seating some
meeting participants in the corner of the room away from the main table [cf. Buxton
2009]. This creates lots of well-documented problems and presence disparities in terms of
participants not being included in the meeting or being forced to watch the meeting from
a corner rather than be actively involved. With this in mind, the starting point for Halo
design was to think of what would be the appropriate configuration of collocated physical
space design if it were to effectively support collaboration of a particular type and size.
2

As with the Gorzynski et al. framework, we share some concerns with the interactive tools. The focus of our
arguments in this paper extend the discussion of these beyond just thinking about what tools are needed for a
particular type of work. Critical to our arguments here is that the tools and particular interaction mechanisms
are an integral part of the communication experience, changing assumptions we can make with respect to
proxemic configurations of people, the collaboration dynamics and the fundamental nature of their expressive
possibilities.
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The next step would then be how to transform the physical dimensions and characteristics
of the ideal physical room and recreate these properties perceptually in a distributed
setting through a carefully crafted configuration of architecture, furniture and technology
elements. This would include manipulating things such as camera positioning, display
arrangement, wall design, table design, lighting and audio design to create geometrically
correct representations of the remote site – to provide, in essence the visual sensation of
remote parties sitting in the same ideally designed physical environment. This is what
Gorzynski et al. [2009] refers to as the spaces becoming “blended” – that is where spatial
geometries are preserved across the distributed settings providing a unified perceptual
frame of reference that facilitates interpretation of embodied actions.
Within this basic philosophy, it would have been possible to develop a range of
different Blended Space environments that broadly map onto the ecology of different
collaboration environments we see in the physical workspace as outlined above. As the
first development, though, the initial Halo studio chose a base physical work setting
where the design was oriented to a small boardroom type environment that would
accommodate meeting sizes of up to 12 people. The type of work being supported here
were relatively small meetings for critical business discussion where the focus of the
meeting is conversation and where the group non-verbal communication aspects are too
important for a voice only conference call [Gorzynski et al. 2009].
The base physical space was chiefly based around a table designed to position six
people either side of an elliptical table. This base design would position people at a
physical distance and orientation from each other appropriate for a meeting of this type.
In Hall’s [1966] terms, this kind of work takes place within the range of social distance –
somewhere between 1.2m and 3.6m. Starting from this base physical space concept, the
design of the Halo system then sought to recreate these physical dimensions of this space
across the distributed setting [Gorzynski et al. 2009]. In doing this, the design was
guided by a number of key principles: magnification constancy of images from multiple
sites; correct eye heights; consistent foreground and table height across sites; perspective
distortion reduction; alignment of AV components for correct eye contact and gesture
awareness; and representation of spatial audio. This involved management of the
interacting factors of room geometry, lighting, furniture, screen size and positioning and
camera arrangement.
In each Halo room, there is a panoramic array of three displays on the front wall. The
width of the three-display arrangement matches the width of the table. The screens are
placed at the appropriate physical height with respect to seated participants, so that the
eye levels of the local and remote participants are at the same height as if the remote
participants were sitting on the opposite side of the table. With cameras directly above
the screens at this height and physical distance, vertical eye gaze contact error is also
mimimised [Gorzynski et al. 2009]. With regards to the data screen provided in the Halo
rooms, positioning of the display was also a key consideration for Gorzynski et al. Their
argument was that placing the display above the participants kept it close to the
participants, making it easy to see both information and participants at the same time
without distracting focus form the conversational and nonverbal communication
elements.
The table placement is such that it positions the participants at the appropriate
physical distance from the screens. This combined with the correct camera zoom creates
the necessary size representation of the remote participants that creates the perception of
the desired physical distance between participants set out in the base physical space
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boardroom design. The three cameras are calibrated to provide a consistent zoom level
such that they can be combined into a single consistent panoramic view across the three
screens. Likewise, color and balance are fixed rather than automatically adjusting, and
consistent across the cameras again to facilitate the perception of a single panoramic
image. The representations of the remote site show upper body and head views at the
correct size. This is consistent with the recent findings by Nguyen and Canny [2009] that
demonstrate how such framing can facilitate the development of trust across the
distributed settings relative to, for example, head only views.
Other aspects of the table design are also crucial. For example, the curvature of the
table helps align people with the three camera views so that they are facing in a direction
that helps the perception of eye gaze3. Table legs are strategically positioned so that pairs
of participants sit between them. These positions correspond again to the camera views
and in doing this people naturally sit so that they appear on a single screen. Likewise
there are subtle joins on the table that also provide cues to seating position. What is
important about the design here is that the constraints and cues are embodied in the
environment. As such, position can be implicitly oriented to without the need for
conscious consideration. We can draw some theoretical parallels here with early work in
cognitive psychology and HCI [e.g. Larkin 1989; Zhang and Norman 1994] and more
recently with advocates of embodied interaction [e.g. Dourish 2001; Hornecker and Buur
2006] that discuss the important ways that physical constraints on action can be
embodied in the environment. Because these cues help position people appropriately, this
contributes to Halo’s design working without the need to provide visual feedback to the
participants about how they appear on camera. This is a significant design consideration
in the sense that it promotes greater transparency of the technology and the illusion of a
unified space since no picture-in-picture arrangement is present to break the illusion.
The table size and positioning with respect to the cameras plays a further role in
providing continuity across the distributed space. The set-up of these elements is such
that a small proportion of the table is made visible on the displayed representation of the
remote site. The table edge then provides a continuous line across the panorama of
screens and gives the impression of completing the table in the local space. As such, the
perception is of the participants being sat on the opposite side of the table. Achieving this
effect is actually a more involved configuration than it might first appear. Because of the
camera placement above the screens and its physical distance from the seated
participants, there are inevitably perspective distortions introduced into the image. If too
much of the table edge is shown in the displayed image, then these camera distortions are
more salient in the image in a way that is damaging to the illusion. There is a necessary
balance between showing just enough of the table to represent the continuity across the
spaces but not enough to reveal inherent camera distortions. This again is achieved
through the careful design and arrangement of the technology and furniture elements.
These potential distortions in the image arising from the camera placement have a
relationship with the design of the architectural elements of the rooms, namely the walls.
The walls are designed to be as neutral as possible. No decorative detail is included. The
camera angles and focal length are such that horizontal and vertical lines are not present
in the represented image on the displays. For example the joins between the walls and the
3

Eye gaze in Halo is never going to be perfect as the same image is presented to participants regardless of where
they sit. But there are emerging solutions to this problem in which different images can be presented to
participants according to where they sit, greatly enhancing the possibilities for accurate eye gaze throughout the
environment. For example see Nguyen and Canny’s [2005] MultiView technology.
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ceiling, or the walls and the floor are deliberately not visible in the image. Traditional
video conferencing shows no real concern for such details. But the point here is that such
horizontal and vertical lines again make the camera distortions much more salient,
appearing curved. By carefully combining architectural detail appropriately with camera
views, these effects can be minimized.
As with film and photographic studios, lighting was also an important consideration
with side and overhead lighting carefully chosen to illuminate participants naturally
without introducing shadows and too many depth cues. These lighting choices interacted
with other architecture, furniture and technology elements in the space. For example,
with the front wall housing the monitors, the lighting of this wall had to be dimmer to
avoid glare on the monitors. Within this arrangement, the front walls appeared darker
than the rear walls and consequently did not match the color of the image appearing on
the screens. This made the screens feel discontinuous from the front wall. In order to
compensate for this and achieve a consistent color across the front wall and wall color as
represented on the screen, slightly lighter colored wall panels from the rest of the room
were chosen. Again we see here a solution based on a combination of the architectural
with the technical.
Other aspects of the Halo design are also kept constant in an attempt to maintain the
transparency of the room. A good example here is the full duplex audio that is kept at a
constant volume. There is no interface control presented to the user to allow adjustment
of such features of the environment. From one perspective, this may be seen as inflexible
and a limitation in terms of the level of control afforded the user. But actually, such
design decisions represent an important part of the blended space design philosophy,
namely that the space be as immediate to use as walking into a normal physical meeting
room. Removing layers of control is part of creating this feeling. So for example, if in a
normal physical space there are difficulties hearing, one simply requests that a person
speak up. So too are such protocols an inherent part of what is trying to be achieved in
Blended Spaces such as Halo. That is, these things are dealt with through social
mediation rather than technological manipulation.
Finally, of importance to the Halo design is the whole notion of symmetry. Each and
every Halo room is identical in its configuration of architectural furniture and technology
elements. In the distributed set-up, each Halo room acts as the completing half of the
other room, to maintain the perception of the single continuous physical space. Using
symmetry in this way obviously brings its limitations in terms of flexibility of the system,
for example, in terms of the openness and number of sites that can be connected to
relative to technologies such as Access Grid. The intention here though is not to cover all
value points in the arena of video conferencing since these lead to particular
compromises and trade-offs in the design. The intention rather is to take a certain type
and size of collaboration and create an environment that works well for this, as opposed
to designing a more flexible system that compromises the experience. There is no right
and wrong answer here in design terms, but simply one of focusing on different value
propositions. Symmetry is also helpful in maintaining a geometrical coherence necessary
for supporting the correct spatial representations of gestures and attention direction. As
Heath and Luff [1991, 1992, 2000], Gaver et al. [1993] and others have argued,
asymmetries in media space arrangements can lead to difficulties with the lack of
common frame of reference necessary for effective communication. Within the
conceptual framework of embodied interaction [Dourish 2001; Robertson 1997] these
symmetrical arrangements better facilitate achievement of intersubjective understanding
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of action. It is this intersubjective understanding of action that allows Halo to dispense
with the picture-in-picture model of video conferencing showing an image of the local
participants - symmetry and its accurate spatial representation facilitate an embodied
understanding of how others appear and how one appears to others.
5. BLENDED INTERACTION SPACES
As has been discussed, the current Halo system and other similar commercial Blended
Space offerings are designed specifically to support a certain type of collaborative work,
in particular, critical business discussion with a focus on conversation and group nonverbal cues. The document and information sharing tools needed for this kind of
collaboration are fairly minimal which is reflected in the design choices within the
current Blended Spaces. For example, in Halo, there is a VGA out solution from a
connecting laptop to the 4th display above the three panoramic displays. This realistically
only allows single documents to be viewed at any one time. Any interaction with the
information on this display is restricted to one person in front of the laptop. This use of a
single document where control is maintained with the presenter is appropriate for the
kind of collaborative work being supported by Halo.
What happens, though, when we consider collaborative work in which there is more
complex, data intensive collaboration around documents (e.g. scientific analysis,
emergency response, military planning). Research has shown how shared document and
information spaces provide an important resource in scaffolding collaborative talk and
work, playing a number of different roles. For example, they are something that can be
pointed at and worked on during conversation allowing the use of more efficient deictic
language [e.g., Bly 1988; Bly and Minneman 1990; Heath and Luff 1991; Luff et al.
1992; Sellen and Harper 2000; Spinnelli and O’Hara 2001; Whittaker 2003]. They can
provide an ongoing history of a meeting as they are manipulated. These representations
embody the knowledge and decisions created through the collaborative work. The
process of seeing things being added to the shared surface creates a sense of commitment
and ownership to the ideas and information that is important during evaluative phases and
assignment of action [e.g., Moran et al. 1999; Spinelli 2003; Whittaker and Schwartz
1995]. Providing persistent representations of information is also important for ongoing
referral throughout meetings. People need to draw those visual resources into
conversations that are immediately to hand [e.g. Sellen and Harper 2000]. If there is
effort necessary to bring in a shared visual reference and interact with it then it is much
less likely to take place [Perry et al. 2001; Spinelli et al. 2005; Spinelli and O’Hara,
2001]. In these more document intensive collaboration tasks, large amounts of
information and data from different sources need to be viewed and interacted with
concurrently in order to facilitate the cognitive demands and social dynamics of the
collaboration. In physically collocated situations, the ability to assemble a collage of
information artefacts is easier: information resources such as documents can be arranged
adjacent to each other and navigation back and forth between the different information
sources is simpler and more tangible; information can also be spatially arranged to
facilitate the cognitive processes of information synthesis [e.g., Kirsh 1995; Hutchins
1995; Rogers and Bellotti 1997; Spinelli et al. 2005].
But the issues are not only about supporting the information processing in these tasks.
As a collaborative activity, the information artefact-centric interactions, gestures and
manipulations are a fundamental component in the conduct of communication within
Kendon’s o-space [1990]. The embodied nature of actions in relation to a commonly
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understood spatial frame of reference is particularly significant for these kinds of data
intensive tasks and the coordination of talk and activity that occurs around the artefact
space. Again, in physically collocated situations, the artefact space provides the shared
spatial references that provide the foundations of intersubjectively produced and
interpreted actions and talk. With distributed collaboration there are no simple solutions
for providing this in any rich way and certainly not within the existing high-end
commercial Blended Space systems such as Halo. Providing such support in distributed
settings is key for this kind of collaborative work. Doing so in a spatially faithful way
across distributed settings is even more important for this kind of work activity than in
the social business communication work supported by Halo, because of the richer
coupling of talk to embodied action.
Another key component of this these data and information intensive collaborative
activities, is the use of multiple entry points in to the task, whereby different team
members have equal opportunities to simultaneously access and interact with the
information as the needs of the collaboration dictate [Rogers et al. 2009]. Collocated
ecologies of physical information artefacts provide multiple entry points, offering this
scope for multiple people to interact with information from different sources at the same
time. This is not simply significant because it allows people to organise this collaborative
work in different ways (e.g. working on part of a task together or on different parts of the
task in parallel); it is also significant for how people can choreograph their talk with
reference to information artefacts. Imagine if you have to put your hand up every time
you want to talk in a group setting. This would rapidly become burdensome and
ultimately affect the fluidity with which group discussion could take place – the same is
true for single entry point interaction mechanisms. The dynamics and impact of multipoint interaction mechanisms on more data intensive collaborative activity are now
beginning to be demonstrated and explored in collocated settings [e.g. Hornecker et al.
2008; Jiang et al. 2008; Nacenta et al. 2007; Rogers and Lindley 2004; Rogers et al.
2009; Wigor et al. 2009]. This ability for all team members to concurrently interact with
multiple pieces of information from disparate sources, is not well supported in distributed
settings beyond bespoke application level implementations, and certainly not supported
in the current commercial high-end “Blended Space” systems.
In thinking about how to extend “Blended Spaces” to become “Blended Interaction
Spaces”, there have been a number of significant advances in recent years that open up
opportunities for a more effective type of this data intensive collaboration between
distributed teams. Large, high definition data panels, multi-touch sensitive horizontal and
vertical surfaces, multi-person input capabilities and multi-display environments and
techniques for viewing data from multiple sources offer intriguing new ways for
collaborative teams to simultaneously view and concurrently interact with large amounts
of data. A large number of research projects have investigated many aspects of these new
possibilities for collocated settings, some notable examples being i-land [Streitz et al.
1997, 1999] Stanford iRoom [Johanson et al. 2002] and more recently WeSpace [Jiang et
al. 2008; Wigor et al. 2009] to name but a few. Such systems though focus primarily only
on collocated collaborative settings.
Research on these kinds of systems and technologies has shown how different
configurations of interactive surfaces have particular properties with regards to how
information can come to be shared and used within collaborative contexts [e.g. Huang et
al. 2006; Russell and Sue 2003; Trimble et al. 2003]. Particular form factors and size of
displays, horizontal and vertical orientations, and the ways they are configured with
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respect to other artefacts and architectural elements within a collaborative work setting,
as well as a range of different interaction mechanisms (touch vs. remote interaction) all
have a significant impact on the way that people spatially arrange themselves with
respect to the information and with respect to other members of the group. This in turn
shapes the social dynamics of collaborative activity impacting on, for example, things
such as control structures within the group. For a group to simultaneously interact around
a large vertical touch screen for example requires people to arrange themselves in a line
adjacent to the surface. With horizontal surfaces people sit or stand around a tabletop and
interact with the information from a variety of orientations according to the size, shape
and height of the table. Rotation mechanisms for objects on these horizontal surfaces and
the ability for multiple people to interact at the same time mean that the people gathered
round the table could interact with the information from wherever they are sitting or
standing [e.g. Hornecker et al. 2008; Nacenta et al. 2007; Rogers and Lindley 2004;
Rogers et al. 2009].
The argument we want to make here is that there are proxemic consequences of these
interactive surfaces and mechanisms – what we call interaction proxemics. These
interaction proxemics create particular considerations when trying to introduce them into
a Blended Space environment. As we discussed in the previous section, Halo and other
Blended Spaces are carefully crafted in terms of architectural, furniture and technology
dimensions and arrangement to introduce necessary spatial constraints and cues that lead
to geometrically coherent representations of distributed spaces. This allows assumptions
to be made about how people will arrange themselves that enables appropriate camera
and display configuration. Given the proxemic consequences of different interactive
surfaces and mechanisms, the introduction of such systems into a Blended Space needs to
be done in the same carefully crafted manner. As a simple illustrative example, if one
were to introduce a large vertical touch sensitive surface into a Halo type environment the
interactional properties of the surface will encourage people to stand up and interact with
it leading people away from the carefully positioned camera and display arrangement.
The arguments here in relation to the interaction proxemics are twofold. On the one
hand, it is important to understand how the physical configuration of the environment and
information artefacts can be designed to accommodate the particular spatial dynamics
introduced by these different interaction mechanisms. On another hand, it is important to
consider how other elements in any particular Blended Space configuration (e.g. video
and data display arrangement, camera positioning, microphone and speaker positioning),
impact on the ways particular interaction mechanisms are subsequently used because of
potentially competing spatial requirements. For example, if we take the same simple
interactive whiteboard example as illustration, would the need to be positioned in the line
of sight of the camera and in the vicinity of microphone setup in a Blended Space
actually prevent people getting up to use the whiteboard? The design of a Blended
Interaction Space, then, needs to consider these interacting factors.
In order to unpack this further, we follow the approach adopted in the Blended Space
argument in which Halo was used as an illustrative exemplar to highlight key issues of
Blended Spaces with reference to particular design features. In our extension of this
discussion to Blended Interaction Spaces, we use as an illustrative example, a system
called BISi [see Broughton et al. 2009], a blended interaction space developed for small
group data intensive collaboration. It is important to recognise this system as just one
example in a much larger design space of blended interaction spaces for different types of
collaborative work. The purpose of our discussion using this example is to highlight
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issues, challenges and considerations arising from attending to interaction proxemics in
the creation of geometrically coherent distributed collaboration tools.
6. BISi: BLENDED INTERACTION SPACE FOR SMALL GROUP DATA
INTENSIVE COLLABORATION
Just as Halo had taken as its starting point a boardroom-type physical space for
supporting meetings of up to 12 people, the base physical starting point for the BISi
systems was aimed at supporting smaller group collaborations between of two or more
people and no more than eight. In addition, BISi was designed to support more dataintensive collaboration around multiple data sources and documents. In assembling a
Blended Interaction Space of this type, the concerns needed to be with the provision of a
shared digital workspace across the sites as well as with the geometric configuration of
the physical set-up. In presenting this discussion, then we begin with a brief overview of
the shared digital workspace application, TAPESTRY. The intention here is not to
engage in a detailed technical specification of the system (which will be the subject of
other research papers) but rather a sufficient overview of the functional characteristics
that are necessary for a discussion of the interaction proxemics associated with the BISi
system. That is, particular features of TAPESTRY have implications for the spatial
consequences of interacting with the system that relate to how blending may be achieved.
And it is these that we wish to discuss in relation to the design of BISi. Following the
description of TAPESTRY, we will discuss the set-up of BISi and the ways in which the
configuration of architecture, furniture and technology elements create geometrically
correct representations of the remote site in light of the new interactive properties.
6.1. TAPESTRY
TAPESTRY is a distributed application framework shared across remote sites designed
to provide a common interactive workspace. It can be considered as a conceptual
“surface” shared by all sites onto which local and remote participants can share
“windows” and “applications” or complete “desktops”. The philosophy of TAPESTRY is
to connect the everyday computing resources used by participants in their everyday work
(e.g. laptops, desktop machines, specialist data clusters) to the shared workspace allowing
users to work with their existing applications and move fluidly from their individual work
(i-work) to collaborative work scenarios (we-work) and back4. As Huang et al. [2006]
have demonstrated with NASA’s MERBoard, people will reject the technology in spite of
its interactional affordances if it is cumbersome to get information and applications to
and from the system.
The TAPESTRY system combines a light-weight and extensible distributed system
infrastructure for synchronous collaboration featuring wide-area federation and uniform
service modeling (Livespaces [Phillips 2008]), OpenGL-based desktop and advanced
application sharing capable of efficient rendering of data and graphics intensive
applications (Virtual Terminal [Jiang et al. 2007]). Applications and files on the
TAPESTRY then essentially run from their source machines. TAPESTRY also

4

One of the continued themes throughout this work is that work practices take place within an ecology of
artefacts and spaces that people move through. In thinking about the design of blended interaction spaces, it was
our explicit intention not simply to design a circumscribed system but one that would sit well within the broader
ecology of the workspaces and enable fluid movement to and from that space. The ability to transfer digital as
well as physical artefacts between these spaces formed a strong part of the design focus.
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incorporates the Multi-Pointer X server (MPX5), a multi-input-device-capable windowing
system that enables multi-point interaction for new and legacy applications (within the
particular architectural constraints of the legacy applications). As such, TAPESTRY
enables multiple applications, windows and desktops from different source machines to
be viewed and interacted with concurrently on the same interactive surface.
6.2. BISi set-up
The physical set-up for BISi can be seen in Figure 2 and 3. A 2x2 array of LCD displays
occupies the front wall. Each of these displays is 102.7cm x 63.5 cm operating at a
resolution of 1920x1080. As with the Halo system, the lower displays are used for
presenting video conferencing streams from the remote sites, again positioned at the
appropriate height to enable across-the-table eye-gaze. Above the cameras is the second
row of displays that are used to display the TAPESTRY collaborative workspace surface
continuously across both displays. The top edges of these displays are tilted 18 degrees
away from the front wall. The LCD panels are surrounded by wall-panels mounted flush
with the front edge of the displays – the colour of the walls is a continuation of the colour
of the TAPESTRY surface and the background of the video displays - creating the effect
of the displays being a continuation of the wall surface. In-between the upper and lower
displays are two high definition video cameras providing parallel video streams to the
two corresponding displays of the far end set-up. These are positioned at 51 cm to the
right and left of the vertical centre line between the two displays respectively. The
system also incorporates a multi-touch interactive horizontal surface for interacting with
information in the shared TAPESTRY environment. The table is set at a standard
conference table height of 72.5cm. Measuring from the centre line of the vertical display
grid, the rear end of the table is positioned 16 cm from the vertical displays. Continuing
along this central axis of the table, the front most point of the curved edge is positioned
140cm away from the vertical displays. The multi-touch surface within the table frame is
a 1920x1080 high definition display measuring 105.2 cm by 60.5 (46” diagonal) and is
capable of tracking multiple fingers and hands from multiple users.

5

http://wearables.unisa.edu.au/mpx/?q=mpx
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Fig. 2. The BISi setup

Fig. 3. Schematic overview of the BISi setup

From the set-up depicted in Figures 2 and 3, we can see how the system draws on the
blended spaces design philosophy in terms of display arrangements, front wall design,
table positioning and geometry, etc. But there are particular design features, challenges,
issues and compromises arising from the attempts to position the space for the support of
smaller groups and more intense interactive collaboration tasks. These issues begin to
form our agenda and understanding around Blended Interaction Spaces in a way that
extends beyond the initial blended spaces philosophy highlighted through our discussion
of Halo.
The first challenge with this part of the design space concerned the physical
dimensions of the space. For this type of collaboration, we were dealing with smaller
group sizes as well as more intense discussion around shared data artefacts. In
accommodating this group size and type of discussion, the geometries of the space
needed to be smaller than Halo with less interpersonal distance between the collaborating
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participants than was seen in Halo. While still in the Hall’s [1966] range of interpersonal
social distance (1.2m-3.6m), appropriate for work related meetings, the BISi system
aimed to work at the more intimate end (1.2m) of this interpersonal social distance range,
in a way that would enable the shared visual and physical access to the tabletop based ospace [Kendon, 1990] between the collaborating parties. Table shape and size are key
issues here that present some initial challenges in the development of such spaces. While
early paper-based sketching allowed exploration of initial shape concepts for the BISi
system to meet these criteria, it was quickly apparent that such sketches were limited in
terms of understanding of scale and proxemic arrangements of collaborators in relation to
work artefacts and a sense of what these might feel like. In developing our understanding
of size, shape and positioning, then, it was important to conduct design iterations with
full-scale mockups (see Figure 4). Cardboard and foam board were ideal materials here
for creating different table shapes and sizes, and different workspace display
configurations. These materials could be quickly reshaped and were light enough to be
reconfigured in many arrangements that allowed many iterations to be experienced.
Experiencing these early iterations was an important component in understanding
relationships and tradeoffs between factors such as physical proximity from other people,
proximity from information and displays, sense of reach and sense of object
manipulation. For example, in one iteration where a mockup semi-circular table design
was created, this seemed to provide appropriate interpersonal distances and shared reach
access to tabletop documents for local collaborators. However, it was also apparent that
this design positioned certain participants uncomfortably close to mockup video displays
– this lead to exploration of other shapes and configurations to avoid this consequence.
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Fig. 4. Iterations of full-scale mockups of Blended Interaction Spaces

The challenges of these interdependent factors in developing these kinds of spaces is
made further apparent with the introduction of video cameras and displays. Achieving the
appropriate size representation of the remote parties at appropriate interpersonal distances
and visibility of the table edge on the remote screens (for perception of continuity across
the sites) is affected by table size, height and distance from the screens combined with the
positioning, orientation and zoom levels for the camera setup. These factors are
massively interdependent and changes in any of them require compensation in the others.
Again the low fidelity of the foam board table prototypes is important at this stage,
enabling fine-grained adjustment of camera parameters in combination with adjustments
in table sizes, shapes and distances. This refinement of the setup is necessarily a
painstaking process that involves an informed experimentation with different parameter
changes until the desired combination is reached6. At the smaller distances (relative to
Halo) appropriate for these group sizes and type of collaborative work, this balance of
interdependencies is somewhat brittle. But there are further challenges with this balance
arising from the larger range of focal planes to be accommodated due to the proxemic
consequences of the interaction mechanisms in the space. With Halo, one could make the
assumption that people would be positioned in the plane set by the table edge – the
interaction mechanisms present in Halo do not cause people to shift from this plane.
Indeed, this is one of the key features of the design in which the table creates this fixity of
position. With BISi, the interactive capabilities and their proxemic consequences
introduce a new set of behavioral assumptions that need to be considered. For instance,
when people need to point to objects on the upper part of the table they tend to lean over,
thereby moving closer to the camera. This results in certain magnification anomalies in
the image as well as potential breaks in the panorama continuity. Such magnification
anomalies are affected by the combined factors of camera zoom levels, focal length and
depth of field – for example being increased at high zoom levels. As such this issue needs
to be compensated for in our choice of zoom and focal length as well as table dimensions
and distances from the camera. So table dimensions and distances from the displays are
designed in part with these factors in mind to reduce where possible the amount of
leaning forward and to minimize magnification distortions through choice of lower zoom
levels7. Alternative design considerations here would be to introduce tabletop interaction
mechanisms that do not encourage such physical leaning and which would allow an
assumption of narrower focal planes. An example of such a technique here would be the
Pantograph that provides a greater virtual reach than direct touch mechanisms employed
in BISi [e.g. Nacenta et al. 2007]8.
6

The important point about these systems is that their design involves a complex series of trade-offs. Exploring
these trade-offs is neither “black art” nor “exact science” but, rather, is a principled exploration within the
bounds of understood socio-technical issues. One of the key aims of this paper is to provide an awareness of
the proxemic issues and principles within which blended interaction spaces can be designed, explored and
understood.
7
There are other factors to be considered in the design of the table dimensions that will be discussed later. As
such there are a complex set of trade-offs that are being balanced in the design that go beyond optimizing table
design to reduce these magnification anomalies.
8
The work of Nacenta et al. [2007] is an important example of a study that systematically articulates the spatial
consequences of a range of different Tabletop interaction techniques. This kind of study of interaction
proxemics in relation to other interaction technologies will form a key part of the understanding necessary to
effectively introduce interaction possibilities into new blended interaction spaces.
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The geometrical arrangement of information on the interactive surfaces is also a
particular challenge in the context of a blended environment arranged as a distributed
environment. The data screens being positioned above the video screens need to be tilted
forward by an angle of 18 degrees for more comfortable viewing at these small
interpersonal distances. But the particular challenge arises out of the desire to maintain
the spatial coherence of pointing and eye gaze as represented on the video screens with
respect to different information sources. There are well established Differential Rotation
Effects in 2D representations of 3D scenes for pointing and gaze, whereby orientations of
gaze and pointing are increasingly misjudged with larger viewing angles away from the
perpendicular [e.g. Goldstein 1987]. As distances from the screen are reduced (e.g. with
the smaller interpersonal distances in BISi compared to Halo), these effects can be
increased. These effects need to be compensated through use of multiple cameras and
through constraints on the width of the overall system (thereby reducing viewing angle
differentials). In the BISi system, a dual camera set-up was used to mitigate these effects.
Attaining satisfactory levels of gaze and pointing accuracy also impacted judgments of
table distance and width. Reducing table width and increasing distance from the screen
can both help reducing differential viewing angles and differential rotations effects.
Attempts to achieve satisfactory levels of pointing and gaze accuracy were also factors in
our iterative adjustments of table dimensions and positioning distance from the screens.
With these kinds of display technologies, it is not possible to remove these effects
completely. In our experiences with the system, determining who is looking at who can
be achieved to a satisfactory level with the BISi setup, as with Halo. Such discrepancies
in accuracy do affect the level of spatial granularity with which deictic reference can
operate. For higher level pointing tasks such as pointing to a large information object
such as an onscreen window, this accuracy in our experience with the system is
acceptable. For finer grained deictic referencing requirements, the approximations are
not always sufficient and better achieved by pointing and gesturing with shared cursors.
However, some of these issues can be overcome with more sophisticated multi-view
display and camera setups such as in the work of Nguyen and Canny [2005].
But there are deeper levels of complexity associated with this issue. Typically in
CSCW systems for remote collaboration, a key design principle for shared workspaces is
based on the notion of “what you see is what I see” (WYSIWIS). Such a principle, of
course, has much evidential support as a deictic conversational resource. Within a
Blended Interaction Space though, if we simply present the same representation on both
ends of the remote collaboration, both will see the same thing but this will not match
what their perspective would be if the space’s geometrical arrangement were considered.
For example, if there is an information window on the left most edge of Room A’s and
Room B’s display, when physically pointing on the video conference, both parties would
appear to be pointing and looking in opposite directions - even though they would
actually be looking at a common piece of information. With Halo, this was not so much
of a problem in the chosen design. Having a single data screen placed in the centre of the
front wall and at a further distance from the participants all contributed to the
achievement of correct gaze directionality with respect to the data display. That is, when
people look at any data on the data screen in Halo they will appear to stare broadly into
the middle of the room - so issues of directionality are not perceived or made visible. In
BISi, the problem is exacerbated by the need for a larger information space and the use of
multiple data screens at a shorter distance from the participants. This means that the angle
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subtended by the data displays is much wider than in the Halo room, making the
directional anomalies more visible when looking at a specific place on the data screen.
There are a number of solutions to be considered here. Ideally these should adopt as
much as possible a spatial reference domain where there is a match between information
organization and the arrangement of the displays – as has been shown to be effective in
other multi-display environments (see Nacenta et al. [2009] for an overview). The use of
spatial reference domains works well for collocated multi-display environments but new
challenges are introduced when trying to do this in distributed environments - in
particular, those distributed environments where the representation of user actions is both
through the video channel and digital representations such as pointer movement (i.e.
Blended Interaction Spaces). As such, the solutions available to us are not without some
compromise along this dimension. For example, it is possible to adopt various mirror
arrangements [cf. Ishii and Koboyashi 1992] whereby the screens in each room are a
mirror image of those in the other room. While this solves the spatial issues it obviously
leads to difficulties with the presentation of information, which, if mirrored is not
readable. With this in mind one can adopt partial mirror solutions in which there is higher
level mirroring of window frames on the TAPESTRY while the information within the
windows is presented in the correct orientation. But this introduces problems of cursor
leaps as one moves a pointer across the TAPESTRY surface and over a window. We
have tried the much simpler solution of swapping things at the screen level, so that data
presented on the left hand screen of the local room would be presented on the right hand
screen of the remote room and vice versa. This solution achieves high-level gaze and
pointing directional accuracy. It also comes with some level of cursor leap when moving
from one screen to another for one of the rooms participating (since the centre line for
one location maps to the far right or left in the other, depending on the direction the
cursor is moving in). This was our chosen compromise, in the first instance, being
broadly commensurate with some of the other achieved pointing accuracy levels arising
from differential rotations effects. But in many ways this remains an open issue requiring
more systematic research and innovation. What is important here though is the
demonstration of the new interacting factors that arise when introducing new interactive
workspace capabilities. We can see again the ways that the architecture, furniture and
technology arrangements (both hardware and software) are intimately intertwined with a
set of interdependencies where changes in any of these components lead to knock on
consequences that need to be compensated for in the configuration of the other
components.
Similar issues arise when we consider the horizontal interactive surface in the BISi
set-up where there remain open questions as to how information on the horizontal surface
should be presented. The arguments here are potentially at odds with standard CSCW
convention of WYSIWIS. While the WYSIWIS approach is most appropriate in
situations where only virtual pointing is available, the paradigm conflicts with the desire
for geometric consistency with respect to pointing and gaze portrayed through the video
representation. In this sense we potentially reduce the sensation of sitting on the opposite
side of the table.
Again there are a number of approaches to take here. One is to adopt some of the
methods outlined above for information presented on the vertical displays. A second
approach is to present information on the remote table from the perspective of someone
sitting at the opposite side of the table. This of course may lead to difficulties with certain
pieces of information being upside down. But the arguments here are that the control and
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presentation of information would be socially mediated through rotation, orientation and
other forms of micromobility [Heath and Luff 2000; Kruger et al. 2003] in the same way
that paper and other artefacts are oriented in collocated physical settings. This approach is
designed to facilitate the sensation of remote parties being on opposite sides of the
physical table. It also aims to enable the portrayal of social meaning and coordination
control through the actions on the digital artefacts of the surface. For example, using
orientation of a document to control privacy or to signal an invite to look at the document
(e.g. by rotating the document towards the remote participants). A third approach is to
treat the local and remote tabletop surfaces as a continuous space extending through the
plane of the video wall. In this respect, the local and remote parties will see a different
part of the information surface but can “push” information from their side of the tabletop
“through” the plane of the video wall to appear on the remote surface. This respects some
of the physical geometries of the physical and information space, but potentially conflicts
with others (for example, the information space may extend a little behind where the
remote participants are perceived to be sitting).
The TAPESTRY system can be configured in different ways according to these
different approaches. Again the intent here is not to propose the single perfect solution
but rather to highlight the key issues, challenges and potential trade-offs arising from
these different approaches to introducing interactive surfaces and artefacts in
geometrically appropriate Blended Interaction Spaces. Configuring the system in
different ways provides us with the basis for more systematic research enquiry into the
properties of these different approaches.
An area where the spatial consequences of our interactive design choices are further
apparent is in the use of the multitouch table and MPX system as a way of providing
multipoint capabilities in the system. From a spatial point of view, one of the things this
brings to the system is multiple access points [Hornecker and Buur 2006; Rogers and
Lindley 2004] whereby all the participants can concurrently interact with the system9.
These authors have demonstrated the important properties of multiple access points in
terms of collaboration dynamics. The particular concerns of importance to us in the
design of the BISi system is that it allows interaction by all present in the meeting from
wherever they are sitting. As we discussed earlier with respect to the Halo system, one of
the key things is for there to be a strong coupling of participant positions with respect to
the camera and display configuration in order to achieve the desired blended effects – this
being done through particular characteristics of the furniture such as table size, shape,
positioning and the table legs. But within Halo, there is only single point access to the
data presented on the screen being controlled through the laptop of the person presenting
the information. If another participant wanted to interact with the data on the display they
would need to get up and move to the location of the laptop. In doing this, they would
break the carefully crafted coupling of their position with the camera and display set-up.
In the BISi system, we can see then that the provision of multiple access points available
from the users seating position, enables the close coupling between participant position
and camera positions to be maintained during the course of any interaction.
A related point here concerns the use of laptops within the BISi system. As we have
discussed, BISi was designed to allow participants to connect their laptops to the system.
9

There are obvious inherent constraints of legacy applications here that are designed for single person
interaction. Multiple cursers can enter into these applications at the same time and point but there is a need for
“floor control” mechanisms to manage input from these multiple pointers in a way compatible with the input
capabilities of the legacy applications.
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This again serves a purpose of providing multiple access points to the system from
wherever people are sitting. Support for this activity goes beyond just the connectivity of
these devices. There are additional physical requirements necessary to support this
activity. The table rim was designed explicitly with a visual and textural delineation of
bench space to enable the comfortable placement of these laptops (among other artefacts
such as paper documents and input devices) on the surface in the personal space of the
seated participants. It was designed as a compromise between the need to have space for
these items while not interfering with the ability to reach the horizontal touch screen. A
distance of 21cm, the width of small laptops, and A4 documents in landscape orientation
was found to be suitable, as illustrated in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Table rim in BISi designed to accommodate keyboards, pointing devices as well as laptops that
people might need to bring into the collaboration without interfering with the horizontal touch surface.

7. DISCUSSION
Our concerns in this paper have been to articulate the key features and theoretical
foundations of what we call Blended Interaction Spaces. These are distributed
collaboration environments that attempt to faithfully incorporate geometrical properties
and configuration of space, which have been shown to be significant in the organisation
of communication behaviour in physical space. In developing these arguments, we have
drawn extensively on a long tradition of literature within media space research and work
examining the relationship between spatiality and human interaction. Of particular
significance here have been the theoretical framework of embodied interaction and
theories of the spatial organisation of behaviour such as Hall’s [1966] proxemics and
Kendon’s [1990] interactional spaces. These understandings of the spatial organisation of
behaviour provide important analytical lenses through which developments in media
space research and design have and can continue to be understood. More specifically,
they provide the resources with which we can think about new kinds of media space
environments, of concern in this paper, that explicitly address these spatial concerns in
their design. In order to more concretely articulate the design ideas, principles and issues
involved, the paper takes as a launch point, a discussion of Gorzynski’s [2009] original
concept of Blended Spaces. Our approach here has been to further elucidate the ideas
concerned through an examination of a canonical example of a Blended Space, namely
HP’s Halo collaboration environment. This has allowed us to explore some of the key
design features that contribute to the perception of a shared spatial geometry between
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users working across distributed environments. Our concerns here are not simply with the
specifics of the Halo environment, but more broadly how they help communicate some of
the more general design considerations and ways of thinking that need to be applied in
developing different types of Blended Spaces.
It is our thinking about other types of Blended Spaces that requires us to extend the
original notion to encompass Blended Interaction Spaces – distributed environments that
encompass possibilities for richer collaboration over distributed interactive workspaces in
which the communication is an integral part of a collaborative analysis and interpretation
of presented information; where the group needs to gesture, point, interact with and
manipulate presented information in the context of their ongoing discussion. While such
environments in some senses form part of the larger set of Blended Spaces, there are
important reasons why such a conceptual extension is necessary and valuable. By
introducing interactive workspace capabilities within such environments, we
fundamentally change some of the behavioural and spatial assumptions that can be relied
upon in the creation of a perception of shared spatial geometries. Through making the
extension to Blended Interaction Spaces, we specifically draw attention to the spatial
consequences of the interactive workspaces. Again, as with the Halo discussion, our
approach in articulating these concerns is through an examination of a canonical example
of a Blended Interaction Space called BISi. And again, our aims in articulating these
design details lie in more than just the specifics of the BISi system itself. Our intent,
through this illustration is to highlight some of the key design considerations, issues and
more general way of thinking that is pertinent to the design of other systems of this genre.
With other systems, some of the specifics will change, but the overarching design
philosophy will remain the same.
In presenting this discussion, there are a number of key issues that the work has
highlighted. First is the important notion of interaction proxemics. Drawing on Hall’s
[1966] original concept of proxemics, this notion makes particular reference to the spatial
consequences of different interaction mechanisms in terms of the way they position
people with respect to information resources and in terms of how they dynamically
configure people with respect to each other during the ongoing course of collaboration.
What we are arguing for, then, is for greater understanding and reflection on the spatial
consequences of particular interaction mechanisms so that they can be combined
appropriately with architectural and furniture elements with particular effect.
Understanding the interaction proxemics of particular interaction mechanisms forms an
essential part of the spatial assumptions that need to be worked with in the creation of a
blended environment. So in the same way that table design allows embodiment of
assumptions about spatial positioning of people in the environment, we need to do
something similar with the interaction mechanisms. We are beginning to see some
informative work to this end, for example in the domain of Tabletop interaction
mechanisms and territoriality [e.g. Nacenta et al. 2007]. While this work has focused its
attention on collocated collaboration, it is nevertheless informative to our more specific
spatial concerns with distributed collaboration environments. What we would argue is
that this kind of work needs to be extended to a broader range of interaction mechanisms
and configurations that might usefully be incorporated within other Blended Interaction
Spaces (e.g. touchless gesture based interaction).
A second set of issues arising out of the move from Blended Spaces to Blended
Interaction Spaces comes from the spatial qualities of the data space and in particular
how to map this onto the geometric properties of the space envisioned. In our discussion
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of BISi we have seen ways this can be informed from other work in multi-display
environments but also the additional complexities of trying to do this across distributed
environments. What we have also seen is that the attempts to pursue spatial continuity
across the distributed boundary can potentially lead to design conflicts with wellestablished design philosophies in CSCW such as WYSIWIS. In developing the Blended
Interaction Space paradigm, such potential conflicts need to be the subject of a systematic
research effort to more fully understand their implications for distributed collaborative
practices.
What we also hope to have highlighted in our arguments about Blended Interaction
Space systems, is an attention not simply to the details of technology design but also to
the details of architectural and furniture elements. In presenting our discussion of Halo
and BISi, we have shown how these components are tightly coupled together in mutually
dependent relationships and that adjustment in one component intimately affects our
experience with other components. By paying attention to all these different components
together, it is possible to exploit these interdependencies to good effect. For example, we
have seen the use of furniture design to embody assumptions in the environment about
the positioning of people. This information is then something that can be used in
configuration and placement of cameras and in configuration and placement of displays.
We have also seen examples where architectural design has been used to compensate for
certain aspects of the technology such as image distortions. An example here is the lack
of features on the walls avoiding horizontal and vertical lines that make salient any
distortions. As well as thinking about this issue in relation to Blended Interaction Spaces,
we believe that these considerations of architectural, technological and furniture
relationships can be applied more generally to CSCW design in collocated situations.
That is, applying attention not just to the technological but also giving consideration to
the technological within the context of architectural and furniture elements. By attending
to these other elements, it is possible to change people’s spatial relationships with the
technological. Hall’s [1966] proxemics are again informative here in his articulation of
how architecture and furniture can affect the nature of interpersonal interactions and
social action.
Following on from this in blended interaction space philosophy is the argument,
drawn from traditional work place design literature, for a varied set of spaces each
designed specifically to afford different aspects of individual and collaborative work
practice. That is, in every day work practices, people work in an ecology of interlinked
spaces moving between them and exploiting their respective affordances for the
unfolding demands of work. While we have illustrated the concept of Blended Interaction
Spaces through the discussion of the BISi system, this system is really a starting point in
thinking about the development of a larger ecology of these spaces. This is an important
reason why our concerns go beyond the specifics of the Halo and BISi systems to
encourage thinking about this broader potential ecology of Blended Interaction Spaces.
Each of these points in the design space can draw inspiration from the varied physical
workspaces that make up the spatial ecology of the modern office place. This approach
attempts to deal with the varied nature of work practices through a combined system of
purpose designed spaces as opposed to designing single general purpose spaces or
technologies that accommodate varied practices and circumstances through
configurability and tailorability. In taking this system-of-spaces approach, Blended
Interaction Spaces trade off the values of purpose-built design with the values of
flexibility and extendibility (e.g. extending to more and more nodes than one gets, for
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example, with Access Grid type technology). In this respect, we can draw some parallels
between the appliance (purpose built) and convergence (general purpose) debate
discussed by authors such as Norman [1998] with Blended Interaction Spaces being at
the appliance end of the design approach – well designed spaces with very particular
purpose. As with the appliance/convergence model these devices can co-exist [cf.
Dourish 2001]. In advocating the importance of Blended Spaces, our intent is not that
these should be at the expense of other more general-purpose video mediated
communication tools. Rather, it is envisioned that these different kinds of systems will
coexist according to the particular values they have acquired.
In presenting the ideas here, and in particular the emphasis on providing shared
spatial geometries across distributed environments, there is some concern that the
Blended Interaction Space approach be viewed simply as an uncritical and blind pursuit
of the “being there” experience. However, just because we are highlighting spatial
characteristics and the importance of physical space design does not mean that we are
advocating what Fitzpatrick [2003] and others such as Harrison and Dourish [1996]
might characterize as a “Space-based” approach to the design of these systems. Rather
our concerns are much more in line with the “Place-based” approach [Fitzpatrick 2003;
Harrison and Dourish 1996] to the design of collaboration systems – that is the design
and use of space for place-making where meaning making takes place through the actions
in the space [Fitzpatrick 2003]. With this in mind, our reasons for trying to maintain
spatial geometries in the design of distributed environments can be grounded in the ideas
of embodied action. From these it is argued that the representation of geometrically
accurate spatial continuity across distributed spaces can facilitate visible access to and
understanding of the gestures, actions and orientations of others in relation to the spatial
environment and understanding of how our own actions, gestures and orientations appear
to others in relation to the environment. Having a shared spatial geometry can help
overcome negative consequences arising from orientation and perspective disparities that
can affect in-the-moment coordination of conversational mechanics. Through this, it is
possible to overcome some of the difficulties associated with the fractured and
disembodied experiences with some early video mediated communication and have a
space that affords “place-making” through the more embodied experience.
When making these arguments, it is important to treat them with an appropriate
perspective. As we discussed earlier, the claims being made are not about the necessity or
sufficiency of shared spatial geometries as a basis for successful collaboration. The
numerous examples of distributed collaboration technologies that are usefully
incorporated into people’s lives, making no attempt to represent spatial geometries, are
testament to this (telephone, instant messaging, etc). So while people can and do
communicate without coherently represented spatial geometries, our arguments are that
the provision of shared spatial geometries can facilitate and make easier aspects of
communication, coordination and collaboration. As Healey and Battersby (2009) argue,
people make use of them when they are available, offloading the mental demands of
conversational and gestural reference to the spatial geometries of physical and
interactional space. The facilitation effects of these cues are particularly relevant where
visual communication channels are used to provide spatial reference points and which are
“assumed” to be congruous but where orientation disparities lead to a confusing
incongruity – such as in video mediated communication.
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8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an analysis of the concept of Blended Interaction
Spaces. Our chosen approach here has been to combine the theoretical underpinnings of
the concept with important design issues illustrated through analysis of concrete system
examples. In adopting this approach, our aims go beyond the specifics of the systems
explored in the paper. Rather, our intention has been to provide some of the important
analytic foundations through which such systems can be conceived and studied in a more
principled way.
Out of this analytic foundation there arises a broad set of interesting empirical issues
and questions that can form part of a larger research agenda. These relate to a number of
different areas. The first concerns the impact of these environments and proxemic
concerns on the mechanical aspects of communication and collaboration. As with other
media space research, these concerns apply not simply to performance outcome measures
but also to characterisation of process of communication and collaboration. That is, these
systems can be evaluated in terms of particular spatial configurations that result in more
effective decision-making or more effective collaborative interpretations. They can also
be measured in terms of the ways that they change communication and collaboration
style – for example, do they result in different utterance or turn taking patterns, or
different patterns of gesture. As well as these quantitative analyses, it is important to
complement this with more detailed qualitative interaction analysis of these kinds of
systems such as those applied by Heath and Luff [1991, 1992, 2000] in earlier media
space research. In the same way that they highlighted some of the problems of media
space asymmetries, these kinds of analyses can help relate particular interaction
behaviours and utterances to the geometrically faithful representations of Blended
Interaction Spaces. This kind of research into the mechanical aspects of communication
and collaboration applies not just to the specific Halo and BISi systems but also to a
broader ecology of Blended Interaction Spaces with different proxemic configurations.
A second area of empirical interest arising from the discussion here relates to the
specific question of interaction proxemics. The systems discussed here highlighted issues
related to the particular interaction mechanisms and configurations used in their design.
This points to a larger agenda of understanding the spatial consequences of existing input
technologies and interaction techniques. Experimental studies around this issue can of
course utilise spatial tracking technologies of bodies and body parts as well as input
logging technologies to create important data components in the visualization and
systematic analyses of these spatial consequences. However, the research agenda here is
more complicated than simply taking a particular interaction technique and mapping out
the particular spatial behaviours around it. As we have argued earlier, these spatial
consequences will also be shaped by the presence of other competing influences on
spatial behaviour within blended space environments. For example, the need to be
positioned on camera, or the presence of other interaction mechanisms are likely to
interact with the basic interaction proxemics of a particular input device. As such, in
conducting experimental analyses of interaction proxemics, it will be important not just
to examine interaction mechanisms in isolation but within the context of other artefacts
and issues with distributed collaboration and Blended Interaction Spaces.
A final area of empirical work, drawing on arguments made by Schmidt [2009],
concerns the less mechanical aspects of communication and collaboration. The current
presentation of Blended Interaction Spaces put forward in this paper has focused on the
mechanical aspects of collaboration and conversation and how this is facilitated by
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particular material properties and design characteristics of these spaces. This focus has
enabled a level of clarity in the presentation of the arguments but it is important to
recognize this as just the initial part of the understanding of these kinds of Blended
Interaction Spaces. Missing from this more mechanical emphasis are any details of actual
work practice and behaviors within particular organizational contexts. There is a need
then for an empirical assessment of Blended Space systems, such as Halo, BISi and
others, within real world organizational contexts. Rather than focusing on the mechanical
properties of communication, such an empirical agenda will aim to understand how and
why particular details and characteristics of work practice within particular organisational
settings relate to the geometrical properties of these distributed spaces. Through more
ethnographic enquiry into these work practices, it should be possible to articulate further
reasons why, in particular organisational contexts, people do and don’t orient to common
spatial references in the shaping of their work practices and the ways embodied
interaction within a range of organisationally situated Blended Interaction Spaces creates
meaning and the production of “place”.
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